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Abstract: 

 

Mobile Cloud Computing has been introduced to be a potential technology for mobile 

services. It solves mobile computing’s fundamental problems such as resource scarcity, 

frequent disconnections, and mobility. Mobile cloud computing can address these 

problems by executing mobile applications on resource providers external to the mobile 

device i.e. by offloading them onto the cloud servers. Cloud computing allows users to use 

infrastructure, platforms and software in an on-demand fashion. Thus, data storage and 

processing services in clouds, eliminates the need for mobile users to have a powerful 

device configuration (e.g. CPU speed, memory capacity etc.), as all resource-intensive 

computing can be performed on the cloud. The data center hardware and software is 

referred as the cloud and the cloud can be made available “pay-as-you-use” manner. This 

payment for services to cloud is based on services we require for cloud to process. These 

services are further differentiated according to types, availability and quality. For instance, 

to run any particular application, one cloud provider offers less price than other cloud 

provider but its quality is compromised. In some cases, single cloud is not enough to meet 

mobile user’s demands. Therefore, new scheme is needed in which the mobile users can 

utilize multiple clouds in a unified fashion and get opportunity to choose the best cloud 

provider to serve them.  

The present research addresses this issue and presents design scenario for the agent based 

auction model where mobile users get chance to receive best services from one of the cloud 

providers which offers minimum cost including price and quality of the service. This 
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quality of service refers to energy and latency optimization. The agent based framework 

has been designed on JADE framework, to provide robustness to the model. Concept of 

auction market and auction manager has been introduced in this research that helps mobile 

users to get energy-latency optimization with optimal price to be paid to the cloud providers 

for accessing their resources. The proposed mechanism has been evaluated for different 

scenarios and it gives optimal solution for all the cases. Thus, proposed approach can be 

scaled in future for more features.    
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

 

Mobile Cloud Computing (MCC) is concept of combining Cloud Computing (CC) into the 

mobile environment. It provides new services for mobile users taking full advantages of 

cloud computing, thereby overcoming their inherent limitations [1, 2]. There are many 

popular cloud-based mobile applications deployed on cloud platforms such as in Amazon 

Silk [51], Apple iCloud [50] etc. Thus, mobile cloud computing appears as an appealing 

paradigm to accommodate demands for running computation intensive power-hungry 

applications over resource-constrained mobile devices in storage, energy and networking.  

 

Mobile cloud offloading (MCO) is becoming a promising method to reduce execution time 

and extend battery life of mobile devices, along with the maturity of mobile cloud 

computing [53]. Offloading is an efficient way to overcome the resources and capabilities 

constraints of the mobile devices as it releases mobiles from intensive processing and 

increases performance of the applications, in terms of latency [54]. There are many 

potential benefits that offloading brings, such as energy saving, reliability improvement, 

performance improvement, ease for the software developers and better exploitation of 

contextual information [55]. 

 

Next section of this chapter describe the research objective of this work followed by 

contribution made to carry this research and thesis organization. 
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1.1 Research Objective 

 

Response time i.e. latency and energy consumption are two primary aspects for mobile 

systems that must be considered when making offloading decisions. Moreover, in cloud 

computing, to satisfy requesting in sufficient manner, all resources should be made 

available. An efficient distributed resource management is so an important feature to enable 

scalable services to end users during high load on cloud resources [52]. Various cloud 

resources can be encapsulated as services to provide manufacturing services for clients on-

demand and charges users as “Pay-as-you-use” manner. Thus, price metric can also play 

an important role in offloading task from mobile to cloud platform. Furthermore, if mobile 

user gets chance to pay minimum price for dumping an application to cloud server, it will 

give a benefit to get best service at optimal price. The objective of this research is to provide 

platform which will automate the decision making for resource allocation that will allow 

cloud providers to compete with each other so as to offer the lowest cost to the mobile user 

without impacting performance. To achieve this goal, following contributions explained in 

next section have been made in this research.   

 

1.2 Contributions 

 

The main contributions of the present research are:   

•! Comprehensive literature has been reviewed to decide framework to design a 

scenario for competitive platform.  
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•! Agent based JADE framework and auctioning method have been studied to get 

insight for designing a model for providing optimal solution.    

•! Agent based auction approach have been proposed which runs an auctioning 

mechanism to provide offloading decisions for application. This auctioning 

mechanism is designed such a way that it will automate decision based on balanced 

energy-latency and price metrics. 

•! Proposed auctioning mechanism is evaluated for different scenarios to analyze its 

performance.   

 

1.3 Thesis organization 

 

The present thesis is structured mainly in five chapters organized as follows: 

 

Chapter 2 describes characteristics of mobile cloud computing and related work. General 

experimental analysis has been carried out to formulate the problem statement. Existing 

research efforts are surveyed concerning mobile offloading on time saving, energy saving, 

and time and energy combined saving, resource provisioning mechanisms, frameworks for 

task migrations and price to be paid to cloud providers for accessing their resources. 

 

Chapter 3 discusses technical groundworks of the framework selected for the model design.  

 

Designing of proposed model is presented and explained in detail in Chapter 4. 
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A mechanism of proposed model has been described in detail in chapter 5 with its 

performance evaluation. 

 

Finally, chapter 6 concludes the work with remarks on future improvements of the model.    
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Chapter 2 

Background and Motivation 

 

Significant research has been carried out in the area of general/mobile cloud computing 

systems. This chapter reviews background and related work in the area of mobile cloud 

computing which led to decide on problem statement for present research which motivates 

to further review the current literature to decide best approach to solve the research 

problem.    

 

2.1 Background of Mobile Cloud Computing 

 

According to [5], The Mobile Cloud Computing can be defined as below:  

 

“Mobile Cloud Computing at its simplest, refers to an infrastructure where both the data 

storage and the data processing happen outside of the mobile device. Mobile cloud 

applications move the computing power and data storage away from mobile phones and 

into the cloud, bringing applications and mobile computing to not just smartphone users 

but a much broader range of mobile subscribers” [5].  

 

Figure 2.1 presents general scenario of mobile cloud computing. Thus, MCC provides the 

data processing and storage services in clouds for mobile users. That means, mobile devices 
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do not need a powerful configuration such as memory capacity, CPU speed etc. since all 

the complicated computing processes will be processed in the clouds.  

 

 

Figure 2.1 Mobile Cloud Computing Architecture 

 

2.2.1 Advantages of MCC 

 

The main advantage of mobile cloud computing is that it improves capacity of data storage 

and processing power of mobile devices. MCC is established to facilitate mobile users for 

accessing and storing large amount of data on the cloud. Amazon S3 [55] is such an 

example, which provides file storage service. Image Exchange is another example, which 

uses the large storage space in clouds for mobile users [56] and it enables mobile users to 

upload images to the clouds. MCC also helps to reduce the cost for compute-intensive 

applications that take longer execution time and large amount of energy. 
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The main concern for mobile devices is battery. Several solutions have been proposed to 

reduce power consumption, manage disk space and improve CPU performance. Many 

offloading techniques are proposed in recent literatures for migrating the large 

computations and complex processing from mobile devices to cloud servers. This reduces 

long application execution time on mobile devices which results in large amount of power 

consumption.  

 

Furthermore, MCC can help reducing the chance of data and application lost on the mobile 

devices by storing them on cloud servers and backed up on several computers. It also 

facilitates mobile users to run their applications without advanced reservation of resources, 

hence, delivers dynamic provisioning.  

 

With MCC, scalability and multitenancy can easily be achieved as cloud service providers 

can easily add and expand an application and service without or with little constraint on 

the resource usage. [5] They can share the resources and costs to support a variety of 

applications and large number of users.  

 

With these advantages, there are some challenges which address some research questions 

in the area of MCC explained in related work presented in next section. 
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2.2 Related Work 

 

Mobile Cloud Computing refers to the concept of offloading the tasks of mobile 

applications which will be partly offloaded to servers in cloud, which leads to the improved 

performance of mobile applications [1, 2]. In [3], the definition and discussion of general 

cloud computing systems were presented. [4] focused on cloud computing implemented on 

mobile network infrastructures, i.e., mobile cloud computing systems. Also, [5] presented 

a comprehensive survey of mobile cloud computing including the system architecture, 

applications, resource allocation and other issues. Survey carried out in [31, 45-48], 

addresses current challenges in the area of MCC. One of the key issues is Energy-latency 

optimization. As tasks with high computation demand should have longer execution time 

and consume more energy than tasks with low computation demand, it is necessary to 

identify how much application data can be offloaded to the cloud servers and what part of 

application should be processed on mobile platform. This identifies the problem statement 

of the present research which is described in following section. 

 

2.3 Problem Statement 

 

As the main concept of MCC is using powerful computing means to enhance capabilities 

of mobile devices and provide better user experiences, an effective approach is needed 

which is task migrations. Decision making is an important characteristic of migrations 

which affects the feasibility and effectiveness of task migrations. Thus, it is important that 

how to offload an application to cloud with energy-latency optimization.  
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To recognize the importance of task migration i.e. why offloading is important in MCC, an 

experimental analysis has been carried out as a starting point of this research. The main 

aim of this experiment is to find the answer of whether it is feasible to offload whole 

process on cloud? If it is not, then how to decide that how much of process can be offloaded 

to cloud server to achieve balanced energy-latency. 

 

The experiment led to measurement of energy consumption with end-to-end delay metric, 

which is different from the schemes presented in recent literatures for complex tasks i.e. 

Image retrieval, voice recognition, gaming, graphic generation, navigation etc. which are 

typical tasks, that take more processing time as well as consume more energy. Thus, 

measurement of energy with consideration of delay metric gives optimized performance.  

 

Generation of fractal images is one of the of typical tasks that consumes more energy and 

takes more processing time for generation of images. Fractal image is “a curve or geometric 

figure, each part of which has the same statistical character as the whole. Fractals are useful 

in modeling structures in which similar patterns recur at progressively smaller scales, and 

in describing partly random or chaotic phenomena such as crystal growth, fluid turbulence, 

and galaxy formation” [57].  

 

Mandelbrot set is famous examples of rendering fractals in mathematics, which are 

normally generated by initializing complex numbers and iterating them numerously. 

Hence, the choice of Mandelbrot set is justified as a complex task for this experiment as it 

gets more complex when number of iterations increases. It consumes more energy and 
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takes more processing time with increase of number of iterations such as other typical 

applications. Additionally, it is easy to handle by limiting number of iterations. Thus, it is 

easy to test the application for all scenarios and compare the results.  

 

2.3.1 Mandelbrot Set 

 

The Mandelbrot set is the set of complex numbers for which the function given in following 

equation does not diverge when iterated from z = 0. 

 

!" # = #% + '"'' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' (2.1)'

 

where, 

c = complex numbers 

 

Mandelbrot set images may be created by sampling the complex numbers and determining, 

for each sample point c, whether the result of iterating the above function goes to infinity. 

Treating the real and imaginary parts of each number c as image coordinates, pixels may 

then be colored according to how rapidly the sequence diverges, with the color 0 (black) 

usually used for points where the sequence does not diverge [49]. 

 

Figure 2.1 represents initial image of a Mandelbrot set zoom sequence with a continuously 

colored environment. 
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Figure 2.2 Mandelbrot Set image [49] 

 

The Mandelbrot set has become popular outside mathematics both for its aesthetic appeal 

and as an example of a complex structure arising from the application of simple rules. It is 

one of the best-known examples of mathematical visualization. [49] 

 

2.3.2 Experimental Setup 

 

Experimental setup to measure energy consumption with end-to-end delay metric to 

generate Mandelbrot set image is shown in figure 2.3. As shown in figure, there are three 

systems i.e. ck102a, ck102c and ck103a, which are Ubuntu 14.04 servers and an android 

phone. Android phone presents mobile platform and ck103a system acts as a cloud server 

from remote platform. System ck102c acts as a power measuring unit with android phone 
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attached to it. System ck102a acts as a power measuring unit for cloud server ck103a 

attached to it. LabJack Tool is used as a power measuring tool running through python 

script on ck102a and ck102c. 

 

 

Figure 2.3: Experimental setup 

 

The Mandelbrot set image has been generated by running python script on both platforms 

i.e. mobile and cloud server for different iterations ranges i.e. from 10 to 1000 iterations. 

Percentage increase in energy has been calculated to run the process and round trip time is 

measured for latency measurement for different values of N. N represents number of 

iterations. Experiments were run 1000 times to get optimum results. Following figures 

represent output graphs for mobile and cloud server. As shown in figure 2.4, cloud server 

performs better in both scenarios energy as well as latency.  
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Figure 2.4: Energy and latency evaluations for mobile and cloud servers 

 

 

 

Figure 2.5: Energy and latency optimization curve for cloud server 

 

As shown in figure 2.5, energy latency optimization curve has been created which is based 

on equation 2.2. This equation presents combined energy and average delay metric, which 

is the measure of optimum end to end delay and energy consumption that minimizes the 

combined metric. The reason to evaluate optimization function is to achieve critical point 

at which one of the metric changes its behavior as process gets complex, which can help to 

make decision for offloading the task to get balanced energy-delay scenario for present 

experiment. 
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-./01023/045'!65"/045 = '78 + 9:'' ' ' ' ' ' (2.2)'

 

Where, 

E = Energy at all iterations (N) for cloud server.  

D = Delay at all iterations (N) for cloud server. 

N = number of iterations 

! = Optimization variable. It is energy consumed per one iterations  

; ='end-to-end delay measured per one iterations. 

 

Figure 2.5 shows an energy and latency optimization curve for cloud server. It is seen on 

the curve that, after N = 250 i.e. when Mandelbrot set equation (2.1) is iterated 250th times, 

energy is getting decreased but process gets delayed. Thus, dumping whole process on 

cloud server is not a good idea as it gives increase in delay on cloud server i.e. that cannot 

be an optimum solution and the point at which process gets delayed while saving an energy 

is called critical point of the server. To balance energy – latency optimization, it is 

necessary to decide what percentage of application should be offloaded on cloud. This 

research problem has been addressed in the present work.   

 

Furthermore, services offered from cloud are further differentiated according to types, 

availability and quality. Thus, sometimes single cloud cannot adequately provide solutions 

to mobile user’s requirements, which led to increased payment for the resources usage from 

the cloud platform for mobile users. Therefore, the new system approach is needed in 

which the mobile users can use multiple clouds in an incorporated manner and get 
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opportunity to choose the best cloud provider that will provide best services at minimum 

cost to serve them. To design such a model, significant literature survey should be carried 

out, to further decide on framework to be used, which is presented in next section.  

 

2.4 Literature Survey      

 

Many researchers and scholars have done various achievements to provide resource 

provisioning offloading algorithms in mobile cloud computing. 

 �  

In [32], a relatively comprehensive survey on task migration approaches and analysis on 

their solutions for decision making have been presented. They differ from each other in 

application migration algorithms, granularities, decision-making factors, and decision 

modes i.e. overall decision centric or distributed decision at a server level or task level. 

Research in [14], [16], [2], [18-27] provide offloading algorithms to address Energy-

latency issues in MCC. [15] addresses storage capacity issue in MCC. In [17], CPU speed 

has been addressed for MCC. Context-aware MCC system has been proposed in [28], that 

takes the advantages of both nearby cloudlet, local mobile device cloud, and public cloud 

computing services in the remote platform to provide an adaptive and seamless mobile 

code offloading service. �  

 

Auction is a general and effective way to address resource allocation issue. A detailed 

introduction of auction theory is presented in [10]. An auction mechanism for a single 

auction commodity scenario was developed in [6], and proposed the concepts of individual 
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rationality and incentive compatibility in auction mechanism designs. [7] extended the 

model in [6] to a multiple commodity auction scenario. However, the auction commodities 

in [7] are independent with each other and indivisible. [8] discussed an auction model with 

two complementary auction commodities. [9] explored the auction designs for 

substitutable commodities. [11] proposed an auction technique to optimize cloud resource 

distribution in a cloud computing system. A second-price auction mechanism is proposed 

in [12] to allocate a single type of cloud resource, i.e., computational capacity. An 

analytical auction model is analyzed in [13] for the resource allocation problem in a mobile 

cloud computing system. The complementary and substitutable cloud resources have been 

considered. It has analyzed the model, and solved the optimization problem to maximize 

the revenue of the service provider given the proposed auction mechanism.  

 

However, due to the dynamic behaviors of some users, the traditional cloud pricing models 

cannot well support such popular applications as Mobile Cloud Computing (MCC) [29].  

As MCC is the combination of wireless access services and cloud services, it is feasible to 

apply auctions in MCC markets. A work on combinatorial and double auctions is presented 

in [29], and then reviewed the use of auctions to implement resource allocation and pricing 

in cloud and MCC markets. An auction mechanism is described in [13] with premium and 

discount factors for resource allocation in MCC systems. A combinatorial double auction 

mechanism is considered in [29] for MCC markets, which enables mobile users and MCC 

providers to submit bids and asks simultaneously and supports users to bid sets of 

commodities at one time.  
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According to [30], truthfulness and system efficiency are two crucial properties in addition 

to computational efficiency, individual rationality and budget balance. Two double auction 

mechanisms, TIM and EDA have been proposed in [30], which coordinate the resource 

trading between mobile devices as service users (buyers) and cloudlets as service providers 

(sellers). 

 

Thus, based on the present literatures, it is concluded that, auctioning mechanism provides 

a general solution to the problem of discrete resource allocation in MCC. As described in 

[10], There are many types of auctions including single-good, multi-unit, combinatorial 

auctions, and double auctions. However, as presented in [5], the business model including 

pricing has to be developed for MCC. These payments for services to cloud is based on 

services we require for cloud to process. These services are further differentiated according 

to types, availability and quality. For instance, to run any particular application, one cloud 

provider offers less price than other cloud provider but its quality is compromised. As 

explained earlier in such cases, single cloud is not enough to meet mobile user’s resource 

demands. Therefore, the new scheme is needed in which the mobile users can utilize 

multiple cloud in a unified fashion and get opportunity to choose the best cloud provider 

to serve them [5].  

 

Hence, based on this assessment, auctioning mechanism can be applied with agent based 

scenario to provide more generic and practical solution. JADE can be one of the solutions 

for this scenario. JADE [36] is an energy aware computation offloading system for Android 

mobile devices. It transports computation which contains remote-able tasks from an 
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Android device to servers running on the cloud. At runtime, JADE gathers devices’ 

information and tasks’ information and uses multi-level scheduling algorithm to offload 

tasks and balance the workload of servers. JADE was evaluated with two applications (face 

detection and path finding), and the result showed that it can effectively reduce up to 35 % 

of average power consumption for mobile devices [36]. According to some of the recent 

research [31-34], JADE can be used as the mobile agent development platform due to its 

prevalence in mobile agent computing and support for multiple platforms including 

Android OS.  

 

Moreover, Previous works have been successfully shown various technologies to offload 

computation capabilities to the cloud but, security concern is the limiting factor in these 

researches. Security measures were solely left for the cloud service provider, depending on 

the Service Level Agreement (SLA) of the provider and the client. As explained in [33], 

By using the java based JADE technology, mobile agents can be used which are powerful 

elements to improve security of distributed processing of data. JADE create platforms that 

have containers to act as independent virtual machines which can be java virtual machine 

or Dalvik virtual machine for execution of mobile agent’s code. JADE allows the mobile 

agents to have capabilities of communicating with other agents in remotely located 

containers. Another capability of mobile agents is to migrate to remote locations. They can 

be equipped with intelligent security features of detecting tampering of one’s state or 

bundled code [37, 38]. Upon detection, mobile agents can migrate to other containers and 

continue execution in these locations.  
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2.5 Research Motivation 

 

Following a problem statement in section 2.3, a detailed literature has been reviewed in 

section 2.4 for different strategies which can be helpful to create a system model that can 

provide balanced energy-latency-price model. To design such model, a rich decision policy 

with robust framework is required. By reviewing the current research works, it has been 

clear that the auctioning can be the best policy for offloading decisions and JADE can 

provide full-bodied framework with its efficient agent based scenario.  

 

2.6 Summary 

 

This chapter presents the contextual information of MCC which formulated the problem 

statement of the present research to design a model which will provide solution of 

offloading decision in context of energy, latency and price to be paid for the services 

accessed from cloud platforms. To decide the best approach to design such model, detailed 

review of current literature has been carried out. Based on the literature, it has been 

concluded that further research can be done in this area, combining auctioning mechanism 

with JADE, where mobile users get chance to receive best services among the cloud 

providers offering minimum cost including price and energy-latency optimization.  
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Chapter 3 

Technical Preliminaries 

 

As the main objective of this research is to design a model which identifies efficient 

offloading strategy to provide balanced energy-latency at optimal price to be paid to cloud 

providers for accessing their resources for particular application, it is necessary to 

understand technical aspects of the framework to be used for model design. This chapter 

represents the technical groundwork for agent based auction model to be proposed in the 

present research. It signifies importance of agent based scenario, JADE framework details 

and concept of auctioning strategies in following sub sections.     

 

3.1 Agent-based Computing 

 

A noteworthy definition of agents in presented in [44], according to which an agent can be 

defined as,  

 

“agents reside on a platform that, consistent with the presented vision, provides the agents 

with a proper mechanism to communicate by names, regardless of the complexity and 

nature of the underlying environment (i.e. operating systems, networks, etc.)”  

 

A detailed descripting on mobile agent has been described in [34]. A mobile agent is a 

software program with mobility, which can be sent out from a computer into a network and 
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roam among the computer nodes in the network [34]. It can be executed on those computers 

to finish its task on behalf of its owner. When an application using mobile agents needs to 

request a service from a remote server, it gathers the required information and passes it to 

the agent’s execution environment [34]. Mobile agents provide several advantages over 

other distributed computing models such as the client- server model, especially in the case 

of mobile clients.  

                          

  (a)         (b) 

 

Figure 3.1(a) Client Server Communication, (b) Mobile agent Communication [34] 

 

Figure 3.1 demonstrates the difference between the mobile agent paradigm and the client-

server paradigm in terms of the communication involved upon the request of a client to a 

data server. As seen in the figure, while the client has to maintain a communication link 

with the service provider for the transfer of data in the client-server architecture, a mobile 

agent is shipped to the service provider and returns to the client only when it has collected 

all the requested data in the mobile agent paradigm [34]. 
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As explained in [34], agent based computing can offer certain advantages. Agents can 

provide better support for mobile clients. As explained in [34], mobile devices are 

intermittently connected to a network, especially in the case of roaming in areas with low 

GSM/CDMA coverage. Even when the cellular signal is strong, data communication costs 

set a limit to users’ willingness to use applications involving continuous transfer of data 

from/to a remote server. Due to the limited processing capacities of mobile devices, 

applications running on them need to offload computationally intensive operations to more 

powerful servers. This makes mobile agents, which are based on asynchronous interaction 

with servers, ideal for mobile client systems. Other advantage of agents is that it facilitates 

real-time interaction with server. In the case of high network latency, executing a program 

on a server which provides resources the program needs access to, will be faster than 

transferring information over the communication link with that server. This makes agent 

computing better fit for satisfying the real-time requirements of applications than 

traditional approaches that maintain constant communication between the client and the 

server [34]. One of the biggest advantage of agent based framework is that, mobile agent 

computing offers greater reliability than the client-server paradigm due to two main 

reasons: asynchronous communication provides reliable transport between the client and 

the server without requiring reliable communication, and the mobile agent is capable of 

dealing with a server’s unavailability to provide service (in which case it would be routed 

to a different server with the required service) [34]. Thus, Agent-based queries/transactions 

can be more robust. Furthermore, agent-based transactions avoid the need to preserve 

process state.  
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3.2 JADE Agent Development Framework 

 

JADE is an enabling technology that provides a middleware for the development and run-

time execution of peer-to-peer applications. It is an agent platform which is FIPA 

compliant. “The JADE platform provides naming, object serialization and migration 

services to mobile apps. The JADE agent interface includes notification method calls that 

are used to convey start and completion of migration”. [31]  

 

 

Figure 3.2 JADE Management Console 

 

JADE architecture includes multiple containers which host and execute agents. It consists 

of at least one “Main Container”. All consequent containers are registered with the main 

container. A directory called “Global Agent Descriptor Table” of all active agents within 

the same platform resides in the main container. Each container has its own directory which 

contains information about agents running on that particular container known as “Local 
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Agent Descriptor Table”. Figure 3.2 represents JADE management console [39]. The Main 

container contains three by default Agents i.e. DF (Default Facilitator), AMS (Agent 

Management Service) and RMA (Remote Management Agent). RMA is implements JADE 

Management console itself.  

 

According to [15], “DF is a platform- wide “yellow pages” service through which all agents 

can publish their services and lookup services that they require. AMS is a special agent 

with a role of main authority within an agent platform. It is responsible for all other agents 

within the platform.” IMTP (Internal Message Transport Protocol) provides 

communication between containers. it is implemented on top of Java RMI (Remote Method 

Invocation) mechanism. MTP (Message Transport Protocol) provides communication 

between platforms [40]. There are variety of other protocols on top of them MTP can 

reside, such as IIOP (Inter-ORB Protocol) and HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol). 

“Messages passed over MTP are FIPA ACL compliant messages” [41].  

 

3.3 Auctioning Strategy 

 

Auctions are traditional and well-studied mechanisms in all aspects of technologies in 

recent days, the popularity of internet auctions has prompted wide interest in various 

aspects of auctions and related mechanisms, including the question of optimizing the total 

revenue of an auction [41]. Auctioning constitutes a market-driven scheme for the 

allocation of cloud-based computing capacities [35]. According to recent survey [38], 

“Auctions and biding have been used as methods for allocating and pouring goods and 
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services.” “There is a variety of methods of auctions— single-dimensional, multi-

dimensional, single-sided, double- sided, first-price, second-price, English, Dutch, 

Japanese, sealed-bid—and these have been extensively discussed and analyzed in the 

economics literature, which shown in figure below” [10].  

 

 

Figure 3.3 Auction Characterization [10] 

 

In [10], all kinds of auctions are described in particular manner. The simplest auction is 

single dimensional auction. In this kinds of auction, the price offered for a good is the only 

aspect of a bid. Multi-dimensional auction includes aspects such as quality and delivery 

date are also distinguished with price offered for the good. Another kind of auction is based 

on participants of the auctions. In one-sided auctioning, bidding is either buyers or sellers—

typically buyers—and the auctioneer has the job of deciding which is the winning bid. The 

auctioning which allows both buyers and sellers to submit bids and the job of the auctioneer 
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is to match buyers to sellers is referred as two-sided auction. 

 

There are some auctions which allow every bidder to access every other bid, they are called 

as open-cry auctions, whereas sealed-bid (SB) auction allows only the auctioneer to access 

to the bids. In first-price auction, the winning bidder pays the price of the winning bid and 

kth-price auction allows the winning bidder to pay the price of the bid that is ranked kth. 

 

Some auctions allow to bid for only single good and other allows to bid for several units 

together. The key auctioning mechanism is combinatorial auction where, multiple, 

heterogeneous goods are auctioned simultaneously and bidders may bid for arbitrary 

combinations of goods. This kind of auction allows bidders to express their preferences not 

just for particular goods but for sets or bundles of goods.  

 

The auctioning type, which has been considered for the present research is combination of 

(i) Multi-dimensional which includes energy, delay and price metrics of application to be 

processed (ii) Two-sided as Auction as it allows both mobile and cloud providers to submit 

bids and the job of the auctioneer is to match buyers to sellers and (iii) Sealed-bid (SB) 

Auction as it allows only the auctioneer to access to the bids. Thus auctioning scheme 

presented in this research is called as Multi-dimensional, two sided, Sealed Bid (i.e. MTSB) 

Auction.  
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3.4 Summary 

 

This chapter reviewed technical details of JADE framework and auctioning methodologies. 

Hence, it is concluded that with agent based auction model, resources of sellers i.e. cloud 

servers can efficiently be distributed to buyers i.e. mobile users in a market at competitive 

prices. Thus, choice of agent based framework to design an approach is justified. As main 

container can act as an auction manager, which can have information of all agents reside 

in other containers. These containers can act as different platforms i.e. mobile platform and 

cloud platform which are unaware of each other’s environments but they can keep track of 

their individual environment and interact with main container.  The model design has been 

proposed in next chapter.  
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Chapter 4 

Agent Based Auction Model 

 

The agent based auction model has been proposed in this research to provide efficient 

process offloading with respect to energy and processing delay at effectively low price for 

MCC with the help of agent based scenario using JADE where decision will be taken based 

on auctioning. 

 

4.1 Agent based Auction Model Design 

 

Figure represents the agent based auction model design which is based on JADE 

framework. 

 

 
 

Figure 4.1 Agent based auction model design for mobile cloud computing 
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As shown in Figure 4.1 an open market of auctioning is presented, in which there are 

multiple cloud providers (e.g., Windows Azure, Amazon EC2, and Google AppEngine), 

who offer cost to provide services. This cost is function of energy consumed and average 

delay to process an application on cloud servers and price to be paid to cloud provider for 

using their resources. An auctioning manager is introduced here, who can determine the 

best offloading strategy for a given application at optimal price based on demands of 

application pools from mobile users.  

 

An auctioning market is modeled as Multi-dimensional, two sided, Sealed Bid (i.e. MTSB) 

Auction, in which there are n cloud providers, m mobile users and a trustworthy auctioning 

manager. The auctioning manager starts an auction when mobile user submits requests with 

cost metric to start bidding and the cloud providers submit their sealed costs and bids to 

the auctioning market, respectively, so that no participant knows the cost/bids of any 

others. The auctioning manager makes the decision on offloading and payments/charges 

for the participants.  

 

As shown in figure, the model comprised of three platforms i.e. mobile platform, auction 

platform and cloud platform. Auction platform provides platform for agents from all other 

platforms to communicate with each other. Auctioning platform is trustworthy entity aware 

of environment and it provides access to all cloud providers for mobile agent from mobile 

platform.   

 

JADE engine runs on all platforms. JADE engine handles computation offloading 
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automatically in the background with the help of mobile agent. It allows application 

developers to focus on the application without implementing a separate computation 

offloading system. On the cloud platform, servers also contain a JADE runtime engine, 

which is platform independent, it can run in any virtual machines on the cloud. JADE 

programming model provides APIs in order for mobile applications to interact with the 

JADE runtime engine. Each JADE engine contains three components.  

 

1. Communication link: It is responsible for maintaining connection among mobile users, 

auction market and cloud providers.  

 

2. Profilers: There are two profilers. Device profiler collects information pertaining to 

device status, such as wireless connection, CPU usage, and battery level and program 

profiler collects information about applications, such as execution time, energy 

consumption, memory usage, and data size.  

 

3. Optimizer: optimizes offloading strategy in order to maximize application’s 

performance with auctioning mechanism.  

 

Thus, using above three components, agents from each platform communicate with each 

other and processes the tasks assigned to them. Each agent has its own behavior to complete 

its job. They use JADE’s behavior class for this purpose.  
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4.1.1 Agent Behavior 

 

A. Mobile Agent 

 

Mobile agent has mobility behavior with which it can migrate from one platform to another 

platform. It migrates from mobile platform to auction platform to get best service at optimal 

price for particular application. It makes a request to auction manager, an auctioning agent 

resides inside an auction platform to provide application offloading decision. It waits for 

response from auction manager and acts according response got from auction agent i.e. if 

decision is to process the task remotely on cloud platform, the mobile agent will further 

migrate to selected cloud provider, uses its resources to perform the task, pays for the 

bidding cost to the cloud providers and returns to the mobile platform. It processes 

remaining task if task is being partially migrated and displays the results.   

 

B. Auction Manager 

 

This is an auctioning agent, plays a key role in auctioning market. It has decision making 

behavior to provide efficient offloading at optimum price. It receives request from mobile 

agent for particular application and requests available cloud agents residing different cloud 

platforms to get bidding from cloud providers to process the application. It makes decision 

following an MTSB auction method i.e. it follows single bidding, selecting minimum bid 

among all offers and makes an agreement with the selected platform. The auctioning 

mechanism also selects best offloading policy associated with optimal price to be paid for 
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the application to be processed. That means, sometimes it may happen that, partitioning an 

application and offload some of its part to cloud servers and process rest of the part locally 

will be the best decision than offloading it completely on cloud. That way, mobile can get 

to use minimum of its resources at minimum price. It is explained in more details in later 

section. It sends its decision to all agents i.e. mobile agents and cloud agents.  

 

C. Cloud Agents 

 

These are the agents inside all cloud platforms taking part in auctioning.  They send an 

offer to auction agent, once they get request for particular application. They will wait for 

the decision from auction agent. If they get selected, they will make an agreement to 

provide resources for the given application at bided price. 

 

4.2 Experimental Analysis of Model 

 

The experiment presented here, shows how proposed model behaves in JADE 

environment. It shows how agents behave in particular platform and make decisions. 

The scenario is simple as shown in figure below, which follows proposed agent based 

auctioning model. 
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Figure 4.2 JADE based auctioning model 

 

As shown in figure 4.2, there are three JADE containers each acting as a separate platform, 

connected to main container which is an auctioning market i.e. auction platform. Auction 

platform is aware of all platforms. All agents from different platforms can communicate 

with each other via auctioning platform. 

 

In the given example, auctioning behavior is being checked in JADE environment. It is 

assumed here that, application will be offloaded to the cloud platform, and task is to find 

best bidder cloud platform. Whichever cloud provider offers less cost for the application, 

it will get selected by auction manager and it will make an agreement to provide services 

to the mobile for given application. 

 

The scenario is, mobile agent will migrate to the auction platform and sends request to 

auction agent to get best bid for given application. Auction manager will get activated and  
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sends requests to cloud agents for offer. Cloud agents will send their bid to auction manager 

for particular application.  

 

 
 

Figure 4.3 JADE management console 

 

Auction manager will follow MTSB auction method and selects best cost received from all 

cloud providers. Figure 4.3 represents GUI of JADE environment. It shows all platforms 

are ready in management console where auction platform acts as main container. 

 

Figure 4.4 represents all agents in their own platforms. Mobile agent will migrate with 

request to perform any application to auction platform as shown in figure. 

 

Figure 4.5 represents mobile agent migration from mobile platform to auction platform. It 

shows that mobile agent has migrated to auction platform to take participation in 
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auctioning.  

 

 
 

Figure 4.4 Agents residing inside their own platforms 

 

 
 

Figure 4.5 Mobile agent migration 

 

As shown in figure, mobile agent has moved from its platform to other platform and auction 

platform gets updates that mobile agent has moved to its platform and requested bid for 

application named “Mandel”. 
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Figure 4.6 Auction manager requesting for offer from cloud agents 

 

 
 

Figure 4.7 Cloud platform offering cost 

 

Auction manager gets activated and it sends request to cloud platforms to bid for “Mandel”. 

As shown in Figure 4.6 auction manager finds for available clouds. Figure 4.7 shows cloud 

platform offering cost for application “Mandel”.  
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Figure 4.8 Auctioning decision 

 

As shown in figure 4.8, auction manager finds minimum cost following MTSB auction 

method and displays results. When bid offered by two cloud servers matches then it selects 

the cloud, whose offer came first. Auction manager selects cloud provider 2 as best bidder 

and makes an agreement with it. It sends response to mobile agent to further migrate on 

cloud platform 2 and process it. Figure 4.9 shows mobile agent further migrating on cloud 

platform 2. 

 

 
 

Figure 4.9 Mobile Agent migration to cloud platform 2 
 

Thus, from this simple example, it has been analyzed that, agent based auction model can 
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work to identify cloud server which provides best cost value.  

 

4.3 Summary 

 

The chapter proposed the agent based auction model based on JADE framework. It can 

also be used to decide best offloading decision with help of agent based auctioning 

mechanism. The agent based auctioning mechanism which selects best offloading policy 

with optimal price is presented in next section with its implementation. 
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Chapter 5 

Agent Based Auction Mechanism 

 

The agent based auction mechanism proposed in this research tries to find optimum cost 

value of an application, which provides task offloading decision for proposed model. This 

offloading decision is based on whether to process the application locally i.e. on mobile 

platform or remotely (on cloud server) or partially on both platforms with respect to 

optimum cost. The optimum cost is formulated by energy, average delay and price metrics 

for particular application. Thus, whichever platform provides minimum cost will be 

selected hence, provides best offloading with minimum energy, delay and price to be paid 

to the cloud platform. Thus, this mechanism tries to find optimum cost which tries to get 

best services at best price for mobile user.  

 

As concluded from previous chapter, JADE provides robust structure for agent based 

technology to develop an agent based architecture, JADE framework has been used for 

developing the agent based scenario in proposed mechanism. It is assumed that all 

platforms are running on JADE framework and they can communicate with each other 

through JADE. Auction mechanism proposed here is processed in all agents, i.e. mobile 

agents, auction manager and cloud agents according to their behaviors. Detailed steps for 

the mechanism are explained in next sub section.  
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5.1 Agent Based Auctioning Mechanism Steps 

 

Step 1: Mobile agent gets activated when it receives any application to run. The mobile 

agent calculates cost metric i.e. Cost%&'(% for particular application. The Cost metric on 

mobile platform is calculated as per equation 5.1: 

 

)*+,-*./- = 1- ∗ 3- = 4- 5∗ 56- 5∗ 53-        5 (5.1) 

 

Where, 

E% = Energy required to process the Task on mobile  

E%  = Power (P%) * Processing Time (T%) at given !  

D% = Average Delay to process the Task at given ! 

! = requests / seconds  

! affects the cost metric on all platforms as there may be other processes going on at 

particular time, when application is requested to perform the particular task. 

 

Step 2: Mobile agent migrates with Requestlocal (App Data, !, Costlocal) to auctioning 

platform to get offloading decision from auction manager.  

 

Step 3: It waits for the response array which is decision array from auction manager agent. 

Response array is decision array. It contains the information regarding offloading. It 

contains total five fields and represented as Response (0,1,2,3,4). 
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Response (0) represents optimum cost value. It will be minimum cost value. Response (1) 

shows how task should be offloaded. It can be “M”, “C” or “P”. “M” represents mobile 

platform. In this case, an agent will return to mobile platform and process the task locally. 

“C” represents cloud platform. Agent will further be migrated to cloud platform and 

processes the task on cloud platform for particular application, returns to mobile platform 

and displays the results. If this field represents “P” then mobile agent will migrate to the 

cloud platform first, processes the part of application and returns to the mobile platform. It 

processes the remaining task on mobile and terminates after completion.   

 

Response (2) presents percentage value of the task to be offloaded. If it is 1, then task will 

100% be offloaded to the platform mentioned in Response (1) field. If percentage field " 

1, then process will be offloaded partially with percentage value mentioned in the field. 

The value represents the percentage of task to be processed on mobile and rest will be 

offloaded to cloud platform. Response (3) gives address of the platform i.e. where process 

to be offloaded. If the field is 2, then process will be offloaded to cloud platform 2. If 

mobile platform is selected to offload the process completely, then this field will be 0. 

Finally Response (4) shows value of ! for which application was requested to be processed.  

 

Step 4: Auction manager will be activated at auction platform, when it receives Requestlocal 

(App Data, !, Costlocal) from mobile agent and search for the available cloud platforms. It 

is assumed that, Auction Manager is aware of nearby Cloud Platforms and can 

communicate with cloud agents residing inside all platforms.   
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Step 5:  Auction Manager will send Requestremote(App Data, !) to all available cloud agents 

and waits for Offer(Costremote, !)from them. Here, auction manager will not forward 

Cost%&'(% received from mobile to cloud agents as the auction is sealed bid i.e. none of 

participant will know the cost of other participant.  Meanwhile it calculates Cost@A(BCDEA for 

applications to be transferred from mobile to all cloud platforms. 

 

)*+,,F/G+HIF = 54, ∗ 56, ∗ 3,5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 (5.2)5

 

Where, 

E@ = Energy required to transfer the application from mobile to Cloud Server= Power (P@) 

* Processing Time (T@) at given !  

D@ = Average Delay to Transfer the application at given ! 

! = requests / seconds  

 

Step 6: Cloud Agents will get activated when they receive Requestremote(App Data, !) from 

Auction Manager. It calculates CostAEK&@E at given ! and sends offer (App Data, Costremote, 

!) to Auction Manager and waits for the Response (). This Response is same as explained 

in step 3. 

 

)*+,FIL*,I = )I ∗ 1F ∗ 3F = )I ∗ 4F ∗ 6F ∗ 3F5 5 5 5 5 (5.3)5

 

Where, 

CE = Price to be paid to process the application on cloud platform  
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EA = Energy required to process the application on Cloud Server= Power (PA) * Processing 

Time (TA) at given !  

DA = Average Delay to process the application at given ! 

! = requests / seconds  

 

Step 7: On reception of the offers from cloud agents, Auction Manager adds CostAEK&@E  

with Cost@A(BCDEA  values received for all cloud agents. 

 

)*+,G=5)*+,FIL*,I55+5)*+,,F/G+HIF5 5 5 5 5 5 5 (5.4)5

 

Where, 

CostB= Total Cost for nth cloud agent. 

 

Step 8: Auction manager will calculate CostPEK&@E_KRB= Min (CostB). Thus, one cloud 

agent with minimum cost will be selected and it may be predicted that given application 

may be offloaded completely on the cloud platform which offers CostPEK&@E_KRB. 

 

Step 9: To get, optimum cost, auction manager generates partition array which represents 

values of all Partition Costs for all possibilities of percentages of application for each cloud 

agents. It is calculated as below: 

 

4/F,S,S*G5)*+,+ = 55T5 )*+,-*./-∗T + U − T ()*+,G∗T)5 5 5 5 (5.5)5
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Where, 

p = 0.01 to 1 (all possible percentage values from 1% to 100%) 

n = nth cloud agents.  

 

For example, for p = 0.1, it will process 10% of application on mobile platform and 1-0.1 

= 0.9 i.e. 90% of application will be offloaded to nth cloud agent. 

 

(Partition Array)n is collection of all the values of partition costs for particular n and values 

of p.  

 

Step 10: Auction manager calculates  CostW(A@R@R&B which is minimum of all (Partition 

Array)n. Thus, only one value will be selected among all the values for given !. It will be 

represented as below. 

 

)*+,(T/F,S,S*G)G = (XSG5 4/F,S,S*G5YFF/Z [5, T)5 5 5 5 5 (5.6)5

 

In above equation, value of Cost(0)(W(A@R@R&B)B fireld presents minimum cost value of  all 

(Participant Array)n and Cost(1)(W(A@R@R&B)B  presents percentage value i.e. p%  of 

application data will be processed on mobile and (1-p)% of data will be offloaded on cloud 

server.   

 

Step 11: Auction manager calculates optimum cost for particular application on given ! as 

equation 5.7. 
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)*+,_T,SL`L = 5XSG5()*+,(a)(T/F,S,S*G)G,5)*+,bIL*,I_LSG,5)*+,-*./-)5 5 (5.7)5

 

Step 12: Generate Response() based on the CostdW@RKeK and Response () will be 

generated. 

 

If CostdW@RKeK = CostPEK&@E_KRB  

R will be (CostPEK&@E_KRB,5 C, 1, n, !5) 

If CostdW@RKeK = Cost%&'(%  

R will be (Cost%&'(%,5 M , 15, 0, !5) 

If CostdW@RKeK = Cost(0)(W(A@R@R&B)B  

R will be [Cost(0)(W(A@R@R&B)B5,5 P, Cost(1)(W(A@R@R&B)B, n, !5] 

 

Step 13: Auction manager sends response array to mobile agent as well as cloud agents to 

inform them about decision and terminates. It gets again activated once it receives request 

from mobile. 

 

The mechanism proposed here can give optimum solution for offloading of application and 

selects optimal price for resource being used from cloud platform. To measure 

effectiveness of the mechanism, it is implemented and its performance is being evaluated 

in next section.   
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5.2 Agent Based Auctioning Mechanism Implementation 

 

Testbed is shown in figure 5.1. There are two Ubuntu 14.04 servers i.e. ck102a and ck102b 

and an android mobile represented in the testbed. Mobile is connected to system ck102a, 

which acts as an Auction manager. System ck102b is playing as cloud provider connected 

with ck102a system. LabJack power tool has been used to measure power.  

 

The Generation of Mandelbrot Set plot has been taken as a critical task for this scenario 

which has been used for experiment earlier in section 2. Choice of this application has been 

justified for this experiment, as it is easy to handle and gets high energy consumptions with 

more processing delay as number of iterations to generate Mandelbrot Set image increses.  

 

The Mandelbrot set image is generated for n = 100, 250 and 1000 for given experiment, 

which is simulated 10,000 times to get optimum results for each value of ! i.e. number of 

requests per seconds.  

 

 
Figure 5.1 Testbed 
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Energy values have been calculated by measuring power and time taken to execute the 

application for different values of !. ! plays an important role in measuring average delay 

to process the application on any of the system. These requests are simulated in Poisson’s 

distribution i.e. the interval between requests is in poison, to see how given application is 

reacting to being invoked in poison’s distribution manner. 

 
Offloading decisions have been made for each values of ! on each platforms and optimum 

cost function has been calculated to get best offloading platform which offers best price to 

process the application in efficient way. 

 

The table 5.1 represents local cost values for all values of  !. As from table it is seen that 

it increases with value of ! increments. These values are for N = 100 in given table. N is 

number of iterations to generate Mandelbrot Set image. 

  

Lambda Power(Pl) Time(Tl) 
Energy 
(=PlTl) 

Avg Delay 
(Dl) ce 

Costlocal =  
ce*(F(El) * Dl) 

0.5 0.935962 5.81938 5.446718544 2255.037555 1 12282.55487 
1 0.937938 5.81046 5.449851231 2643.614754 1 14407.30712 
1.5 0.936916 5.8094 5.44291981 2845.568923 1 15488.20346 
2 0.930578 5.81411 5.410482856 2905.533363 1 15720.33845 
2.5 0.930578 5.80905 5.405774131 2947.116591 1 15931.44663 
3 0.937594 5.8184 5.45529693 2993.973152 1 16333.01254 
3.5 0.943952 5.81228 5.486513331 3019.107184 1 16564.37181 
4 0.945314 5.81761 5.49946818 3039.099782 1 16713.43255 

 

Table 5.1 Cost values at mobile platform for N = 100 
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Lambda Power(Pr) Time(Tr) 
Energy 
(=PrTr) 

Avg Delay 
(Dr) ce 

Costn = 
ce*(F(Er) * Dr) 

+ F(Et)*Dt 
0.5 69.3819 0.213611 14.82073704 0.260706335 1 3.86386004 
1 69.4006 0.213678 14.82938141 0.278275672 1 4.126656083 
1.5 69.4102 0.213719 14.83427853 0.306769163 1 4.550699215 
2 69.5377 0.213843 14.87015038 0.395357029 1 5.879018471 
2.5 69.5703 0.213956 14.88498311 0.404790862 1 6.025305144 
3 69.6093 0.218441 15.2055251 0.638471174 1 9.708289466 
3.5 69.6854 0.222295 15.49071599 1.006386011 1 15.58963988 
4 69.6966 0.222935 15.53781152 1.282754558 1 19.93119854 

 

Table 5.2 Cost values at cloud platform for N = 100 

 

The Table 5.2 gives CostB for cloud server. CostB represents combined values of Cost 

calculated as Cost@A(BCDEA and CostAEK&@E for nth cloud provider. n = 1 for the present 

scenario.  

 

Graphs represented in figure 5.2, plots cost values for different values of ! for both 

platforms i.e. mobile and cloud platform. 

 

 
Figure 5.2 Cost values for mobile and cloud platforms 
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Based on the graphs, following equation can be drawn to represent behavior for cost value 

of mobile platform and cloud platforms. For cloud platforms equations will be changed 

based on the Ce values. These equations are presented here to compare the results which 

are achieved from simulation to measure the performance of the mechanism.   

 

Values of Ce that is fixed price offered by the cloud provider to take part in auction. This 

price value is decided by cloud providers based on their operation cost and profit. Thus, it 

will be different for every cloud provider.  

 

Thus, scenario for different values of Ce has been taken into account to evaluate 

performance of the present mechanism. The value of Ce is 1 for graph represented figure 

5.2, it will be multiplied with different values for different scenarios to consider simulation 

scenarios. 

 

Different scenarios have been considered for performance evaluation of proposed 

mechanism, Tables in following cases represent resulting optimum cost values from 

auctioning mechanism. These values are being compared with Cost values of mobile and 

cloud servers, to check performance of the Auctioning algorithm.  Different scenarios have 

been compared. 

 

Cost function for mobile platform 

X5=534.555!35h5584.23!25+53369.5!5+59567.255 5   5 (5.8) 
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Cost Function with cloud server with Ce = 100 

Y15=549.995!25h5229.195!5+5627.545555 5 5 5 5 5 (5.9)5

 

Cost Function with cloud server with Ce = 500 

Y25=5249.955!25h51145.95!5+53137.7555 5 5 5 5 5 (5.10)5

 

Cost Function with cloud server with Ce = 4000 

Y35=5188.02!355h5538.74!255+5515.72!5+5157945 5 5 5 5 (5.11)5

 

Cost Function with cloud server with Ce = 4000 

Y45=5235.035!35h5673.425!25+5644.655!5+5197435 5 5 5 5 (5.12)5

5

Case 1: (Ce = 100) 

 

In this case, cloud agent offers price = 100 for all values of !. Which is fixed value it offers 

to auctioning manager to process Mandelbrot application for iterations = 100.   

 

Theoretical Results 

 

Table 5.3 (a) shows result that are calculated from equations 5.8 and 5.9 for cloud server 

and mobile respectively.   
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Lambda 

Cost at 
Cloud 
Server 

Cost at 
Mobile 

Optimum 
Cost Offloading Decision 

0.5 12282.55487 386.386004 386.386004 completely on cloud server      
1 14407.30712 412.6656083 412.6656083 completely on cloud server      
1.5 15488.20346 455.0699215 455.0699215 completely on cloud server      

2 15720.33845 587.9018471 505.3476927 
partially to cloud server with 
1.0 % on mobile 

2.5 15931.44663 602.5305144 505.3476927 
partially to cloud server with 
1.0 % on mobile 

3 16333.01254 970.8289466 505.3476927 
partially to cloud server with 
1.0 % on mobile 

3.5 16564.37181 1558.963988 505.3476927 
partially to cloud server with 
1.0 % on mobile 

4 16713.43255 1993.119854 505.3476927 
partially to cloud server with 
1.0 % on mobile 

Table 5.3(a) Theoretical Output from Auctioning Mechanism for Ce = 100 

 

 

 

Figure 5.3(a) Theoretical Behavior Auctioning Mechanism for Ce = 100 
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Simulation Results: 

Table 5.3 (b) represents results from simulations mentioned in Table 5.2 with Ce = 100 

 

Lambda 

Cost at 
Cloud 
Server 

Cost at 
Mobile 

Optimum 
Cost Offloading Decision 

0.5 12282.55487 386.386004 386.386004 completely on cloud server      
1 14407.30712 412.6656083 412.6656083 completely on cloud server      

1.5 15488.20346 455.0699215 455.0699215 completely on cloud server      

2 15720.33845 587.9018471 505.3476927 
partially to cloud server with 
1.0 % on mobile 

2.5 15931.44663 602.5305144 505.3476927 
partially to cloud server with 
1.0 % on mobile 

3 16333.01254 970.8289466 505.3476927 
partially to cloud server with 
1.0 % on mobile 

3.5 16564.37181 1558.963988 505.3476927 
partially to cloud server with 
1.0 % on mobile 

4 16713.43255 1993.119854 505.3476927 
partially to cloud server with 
1.0 % on mobile 

Table 5.3(b) Simulation Output from Auctioning Mechanism for Ce = 100 

 

 

Figure 5.3(b) Simulation Behavior Auctioning Mechanism for Ce = 100 
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Result Analysis 

 

Above graphs in figures 5.3(a) and (b), represent behaviors of auctioning mechanism for 

Ce = 100 for both theory and simulation results. It is seen that both graphs present 

approximately same results with decision of most of the offloading on cloud server as cloud 

server provides approximately 96% & 94% average reduction in cost than cost of mobile 

in both theory and simulations results respectively. Results of theory approach are differed 

with 8% than simulation results.  

 

Case 2: (Ce = 500) 

 

In this case, cloud agent offers price = 500 for all values of !. Which is fixed value it offers 

to auctioning manager to process Mandelbrot application for iterations = 100.   

 

Theoretical Results 

 

Table 5.4 (a) shows result that are calculated from equations 5.8 and 5.10 for cloud server 

and mobile respectively.   
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Lambda Cost at 
Cloud Server 

Cost at 
Mobile 

Optimum 
Cost 

Offloading Decision 

0.5 11110.21188 2627.2375 2627.2375 completely on cloud server      
1 12387.025 2241.75 2241.75 completely on cloud server      

1.5 13423.55563 1981.2375 1981.2375 completely on cloud server      
2 14245.72 1845.7 1845.7 completely on cloud server      
2.5 14879.43438 1835.1375 1835.1375 completely on cloud server      

3 15350.615 1949.55 1949.55 completely on cloud server      
3.5 15685.17813 2188.9375 2188.9375 completely on cloud server      
4 15909.04 2553.3 2553.3 completely on cloud server  

Table 5.4(a) Theoretical Output from Auctioning Mechanism for Ce = 500 

 

 

Figure 5.4(a) Theoretical Behavior of Auctioning Mechanism (Ce = 500) 

 

 

Simulation Results 

Table 5.4 (b) represents results from simulations mentioned in Table 5.2 with Ce = 500 
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Lambda Cost at 
Cloud 
Server 

Cost at 
Mobile 

Optimum 
Cost 

Offloading Decision 

0.5 12282.55487 1931.93002 1931.93002 completely on cloud server      

1 14407.30712 2063.328041 2035.436269 partially to cloud server 
with 1.0 % on mobile 

1.5 15488.20346 2275.349608 2035.436269 partially to cloud server 
with 1.0 % on mobile 

2 15720.33845 2939.509236 2035.436269 partially to cloud server 
with 1.0 % on mobile 

2.5 15931.44663 3012.652572 2035.436269 partially to cloud server 
with 1.0 % on mobile 

3 16333.01254 4854.144733 2035.436269 partially to cloud server 
with 1.0 % on mobile 

3.5 16564.37181 7794.819941 2035.436269 partially to cloud server 
with 1.0 % on mobile 

4 16713.43255 9965.599272 2035.436269 partially to cloud server 
with 1.0 % on mobile 

Table 5.4(b) Theoretical Output from Auctioning Mechanism for Ce = 500 

 

 

Figure 5.4(b) Simulation Behavior of Auctioning Mechanism (Ce = 500) 
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Result Analysis 

 

Above graphs in figures 5.4(a) and (b), represent behaviors of auctioning mechanism for 

Ce = 500 for both theory and simulation results. It is seen that both graphs present 

approximately same results with decision of most of the offloading on cloud server as cloud 

server provides approximately 78% & 82% average reduction in cost than cost of mobile 

in both theory and simulations results respectively. Results of theory approach are differed 

with 6% than simulation results.  

 

Case 3: (Ce = 4000) 

 

In this case, cloud agent offers price = 4000 for all values of !. Which is fixed value it 

offers to auctioning manager to process Mandelbrot application for iterations = 100.   

 

Theoretical Results 

Table 5.5 (a) shows result that are calculated from equations 5.8 and 5.11 for cloud server 

and mobile respectively.   
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Table 5.5(a) Theoretical Output from Auctioning Mechanism for Ce = 4000 

 

 

Figure 5.5(a) Theoretical Behavior of Auctioning Mechanism (Ce = 4000) 

 

Simulation Results 

Table 5.5 (b) represents results from simulations mentioned in Table 5.2 with Ce = 4000 
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Lambda Cost at 
Cloud 
Server 

Cost at 
Mobile 

Optimum 
Cost 

Offloading Decision 

0.5 11110.21188 15940.6775 11110.21188 completely on mobile      
1 12387.025 15959 12387.025 completely on mobile      
1.5 13423.55563 15989.9825 13423.55563 completely on mobile      
2 14245.72 16174.64 14245.72 completely on mobile      
2.5 14879.43438 16653.9875 14879.43438 completely on mobile      
3 15350.615 17569.04 15350.615 completely on mobile      
3.5 15685.17813 19060.8125 15685.17813 completely on mobile      
4 15909.04 21270.32 15909.04 completely on mobile 
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Lambda Cost at 
Cloud 
Server 

Cost at 
Mobile 

Optimum 
Cost 

Offloading Decision 

0.5 12282.55487 15455.44016 12282.55487 completely on mobile      
1 14407.30712 16506.62433 12314.28372 partially to cloud server with 

99.0 % on mobile 
1.5 15488.20346 18202.79686 12314.28372 partially to cloud server with 

99.0 % on mobile 
2 15720.33845 23516.07389 12314.28372 partially to cloud server with 

99.0 % on mobile 
2.5 15931.44663 24101.22058 12314.28372 partially to cloud server with 

99.0 % on mobile 
3 16333.01254 38833.15787 12314.28372 partially to cloud server with 

99.0 % on mobile 
3.5 16564.37181 62358.55953 12314.28372 partially to cloud server with 

99.0 % on mobile 
4 16713.43255 79724.79418 12314.28372 partially to cloud server with 

99.0 % on mobile 

Figure 5.5(b) Simulation Behavior of Auctioning Mechanism (Ce = 4000) 

 

 

Figure 5.5(b) Simulation Behavior of Auctioning Mechanism (Ce = 4000) 
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Result Analysis 

 

Above graphs in figures 5.5(a) and (b), represent behaviors of auctioning mechanism for 

Ce = 4000 for both theory and simulation results. It is seen that both graphs present 

approximately same results with decision of most of the offloading on mobile as it provides 

approximately 20% & 40% average reduction in cost than cost of mobile server in both 

theory and simulations results respectively. Results of theory approach are differed with 

10% than simulation results.  

 

Case 4: (Ce = 5000) 

 

In this case, cloud agent offers price = 5000 for all values of !. Which is fixed value it 

offers to auctioning manager to process Mandelbrot application for iterations = 100.   

 

Theoretical Results 

Table 5.6 (a) shows result that are calculated from equations 5.8 and 5.12 for cloud server 

and mobile respectively.   
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Lambda Cost at 
Cloud 
Server 

Cost at 
Mobile 

Optimum 
Cost 

Offloading Decision 

0.5 11110.21188 19926.34875 11110.21188 completely on mobile      
1 12387.025 19949.26 12387.025 completely on mobile      
1.5 13423.55563 19988.00625 13423.55563 completely on mobile      
2 14245.72 20218.86 14245.72 completely on mobile      
2.5 14879.43438 20818.09375 14879.43438 completely on mobile      
3 15350.615 21961.98 15350.615 completely on mobile      
3.5 15685.17813 23826.79125 15685.17813 completely on mobile      
4 15909.04 26588.8 15909.04 completely on mobile  

Table 5.6(a) Theoretical Output from Auctioning Mechanism for Ce = 5000 

 

 

Figure 5.6(a) Theoretical Behavior of Auctioning Mechanism (Ce = 5000) 

 

Simulation Results 

Table 5.6 (b) represents results from simulations mentioned in Table 5.2 with Ce = 5000 
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Lambda Cost at 
Cloud 
Server 

Cost at 
Mobile 

Optimum 
Cost 

Offloading Decision 

0.5 12282.55487 19319.3002 12282.55487 completely on mobile      
1 

14407.30712 20633.28041 12352.92232 
partially to cloud server 
with 99.0 % on mobile 

1.5 
15488.20346 22753.49608 12352.92232 

partially to cloud server 
with 99.0 % on mobile 

2 
15720.33845 29395.09236 12352.92232 

partially to cloud server 
with 99.0 % on mobile 

2.5 
15931.44663 30126.52572 12352.92232 

partially to cloud server 
with 99.0 % on mobile 

3 
16333.01254 48541.44733 12352.92232 

partially to cloud server 
with 99.0 % on mobile 

3.5 
16564.37181 77948.19941 12352.92232 

partially to cloud server 
with 99.0 % on mobile 

4 
16713.43255 99655.99272 12352.92232 

partially to cloud server 
with 99.0 % on mobile 

Table 5.6(b) Simulation Output from Auctioning Mechanism for Ce = 5000 

 

Figure 5.6(b) Simulation Behavior of Auctioning Mechanism (Ce = 5000) 
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Results analysis 

 

Above graphs in figures 5.6(a) and (b), represent behaviors of auctioning mechanism for 

Ce = 5000 for both theory and simulation results. It is seen that both graphs present 

approximately same results with decision of most of the offloading on mobile as it provides 

approximately 38% & 50% average reduction in cost than cost of mobile server in both 

theory and simulations results respectively. Results of theory approach are differed with 

12% than simulation results.  

 

Case 5: Multi Server Scenario 

 

 In this scenario, cloud servers are competing with each other to provide services for 

application requested by mobile. Auctioning mechanism will identify which platform 

would be appropriate for processing the application with both the scenarios. 

 

Theoretical Results 

 Table 5.7 (a) shows result that are calculated from following cost equations for cloud  

servers: 

 

Cost equation 5.9 is used for Cloud Server 1 with ce = 100 

Cost equation 5.10 is used for Cloud Server 2 with ce = 500 

Cost equation 5.11 is used for Cloud Server 3 with ce = 4000 

Cost equation 5.12 is for Cloud Server 4 with ce = 5000 
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Figure 5.7(a) Theoretical Output from Auctioning Mechanism (multi-server) 

 

 

Figure 5.7 (a) Theoretical Behavior of Auctioning Mechanism (multi-server) 
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Lambda 
Cost at 
server1 

Cost at 
server2 

Cost at 
server3 

Cost at 
server4 

Cost at 
mobile 

Optimum 
Cost 

Offloading 
Decision 

0.5 

525.4425 2627.2375 15940.6775 19926.34875 11110.211875 525.4425 Completely 
on cloud 
server 1 

1 

448.34 2241.75 15959.0 19949.26 12387.025 448.34 Completely 
on cloud 
server 1 

1.5 

396.2325 1981.2375 15989.9825 19988.00625 13423.555625 396.2325 Completely 
on cloud 
server 1 

2 

369.12 1845.7 16174.64 20218.86 14245.72 369.12 Completely 
on cloud 
server 1 

2.5 

367.0025 1835.1375 16653.9875 20818.09375 14879.434375 367.0025 Completely 
on cloud 
server 1 

3 

389.88 1949.55 17569.04 21961.98 15350.615 389.88 Completely 
on cloud 
server 1 

3.5 

437.7525 2188.9375 19060.8125 23826.79125 15685.178125 437.7525 Completely 
on cloud 
server 1 

4 

510.62 2553.3 21270.32 26588.8 15909.04 510.62 Completely 
on cloud 
server 1 
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Simulation Results 

Figure 5.7(b) Simulation Output from Auctioning Mechanism (multi-server) 

 

 

Figure 5.7 (b) Simulation Behavior of Auctioning Mechanism (multi-server) 
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Lambda 
Cost at 
server1 

Cost at 
server2 

Cost at 
server3 

Cost at 
server4 

Cost at 
mobile 

Optim
um 

Cost 
Offloading 

Decision 

0.5 

386.386004 1931.93002 15455.44016 19319.3002 12282.55487 505.34
769266 

Partially on cloud 
server 1 with 1.0 
% on mobile 

1 

412.6656083 2063.328041 16506.62433 20633.28041 14407.30712 552.61
202341
7 

Partially on cloud 
server 1  with 1.0 
% on mobile 

1.5 

455.0699215 2275.349608 18202.79686 22753.49608 15488.20346 605.40
125688
5 

Partially on cloud 
server 1  with 1.0 
% on mobile 

2 

587.9018471 2939.509236 23516.07389 29395.09236 15720.33845 739.22
621312
9 

Partially  on cloud 
server 1  with 1.0 
% on mobile 

2.5 

602.5305144 3012.652572 24101.22058 30126.52572 15931.44663 755.81
967555
6 

Partially on cloud 
server 1  with 1.0 
% on mobile 

3 

970.8289466 4854.144733 38833.15787 48541.44733 16333.01254 1124.4
507825
3 

Partially on cloud 
server 1  with 1.0 
% on mobile 

3.5 

1558.963988 7794.819941 62358.55953 77948.19941 16564.37181 1709.0
180662
2 

Partially on cloud 
server 1  with 1.0 
% on mobile 

4 

1993.119854 9965.599272 79724.79418 99655.99272 16713.43255 2140.3
229809
6 

Partially on cloud 
server 1  with 1.0 
% on mobile 
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Result Analysis 

 

Graphs in figure 5.7 (a) and (b) represent behavior of auctioning mechanism for multi-

server scenario for both theoretical and simulations approaches. It selects best platform i.e. 

cloud server 1 for Mandelbrot application to be processed in both cases. Optimum cost 

theoretically gives approximately 80%, 97%, 98% and 96% of average reduction in cost 

and 80%, 97%, 98% and 95% by simulation w.r.t. cost offered by server 2, 3, 4 and cost 

calculated at mobile respectively. The difference between simulation and theoretical 

approaches here is just 3%.  

 

Case 6: Ce = 500, N = 250 

 

Table 5.8, shows simulation results of cost values for iterations = 250, which was calculated 

as critical point of the cloud server for all values of !. In this case, cloud agent offers price 

= 500 for all values of !. Which is fixed value it offers to auctioning manager. 
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Lambda 
Cost at 

Cloud Server 
Cost at 
Mobile 

Optimum 
Cost 

Offloading 
Decision 

0.5 23893.44596 11110.21188 11110.21188 Mobile 

1 40402.37973 37982.0304 9741.594464 3.0 % on mobile 

1.5 45002.6717 46610.7506 8751.211063 Cloud Server 

2 64583.7149 57131.8373 9829.279029 2.0 % on mobile 

2.5 67455.5395 63356.2017 11245.55235 11.0 % on mobile 

3 71179.3879 66541.1990 12248.23735 16.0 % on mobile 

3.5 75061.0732 68146.3872 12775.60311 17.0 % on mobile 

4 77639.5919 69454.2309 13096.57589 17.0 % on mobile 

Figure 5.8 Output from Auctioning Mechanism (Ce = 500, N = 250) 

 

 

Table 5.8 Behavior of Auctioning Mechanism (Ce = 500, N = 250) 
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Result Analysis: 

 

Above graph in figure 5.8, represents behavior of auctioning mechanism for Ce = 500 for 

N = 250. The cost values for cloud server, gives  values i.e. in the range from 11.000 to 

70,000 watts-second2 gives approximately 12% reduction in average cost offered by cloud 

servers i.e. in the range of 23000-78000 watts- second2 .  For ! = 0.5 optimum cost is 

selected to be mobile’s cost i.e. 100% task processing on mobile platform. For ! = 1.5, 

100% task processing is offloaded on cloud platform since it provides approximately 3% 

of cost reduction w.r.t. cost value calculated at mobile. Since, the present algorithm chooses 

minimum of all cost values, it goes for partitioning of application on mobile with different 

percentage of task migrations, for all values of  ! except for ! = 0.5 and 1.5. which further 

gives approximately 78% average reduction in cost w.r.t. cost offered by cloud server. 

 

Case 7: Ce = 500, N = 1000 

 

Table 5.9, shows simulation results of cost values for iterations = 250, which was calculated 

as critical point of the cloud server for all values of !. In this case, cloud agent offers price 

= 500 for all values of !. Which is fixed value it offers to auctioning manager. 
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Lambda 

Cost at 
Cloud 
Server 

Cost at 
Mobile 

Optimum 
Cost 

Offloading 
Decision 

0.5 14105.59291 11110.21188 11110.21188 Mobile 

1 15583.273 12387.025 12387.025 Mobile 

1.5 16117.61372 13423.55563 13144.77643 80.0 % on mobile 

2 17765.536 14245.72 13423.09621 64.0 % on mobile 

2.5 18084.70703 14879.43438 13567.0514 53.0 % on mobile 

3 19861.939 15350.615 13656.65443 45.0 % on mobile 

3.5 20841.58784 15685.17813 13718.19307 39.0 % on mobile 

4 21453.952 15909.04 13762.29934 34.0 % on mobile 
 

Table 5.9 Output from Auctioning Mechanism (Ce = 500, N = 1000) 

 

 

Figure 5.9 Behavior of Auctioning Mechanism (Ce = 500, N =1000) 
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Result Analysis 

 

Above graph in figure 5.12, represents behavior of auctioning mechanism for Ce = 500 and 

N = 1000. Cloud server offers higher cost than cost calculated at mobile which is giving 

approximate average of 22% reduction in average cost for all values of !, hence optimum 

value is chosen to be mobile’s cost for ! = 0.5 and 1 i.e. 100% task processing is carried 

on mobile platform. For ! = 1.5 to 4, partitioning of application has been decided as 

optimum cost is approximately 9% lesser than calculated cost of mobile.  

 

5.3 Summary 

 

This chapter represents detailed steps for proposed auction based auctioning mechanism 

based on MTSB. Its performance has been evaluated with different scenarios in previous 

sub section. The model has been tested theoretically and with simulation results. It gives 

approximately same results in both scenarios. Here, in cases including N = 100 iterations, 

the offloading decisions are typically choosing either a cloud platform or a mobile platform 

for almost all price values (Ce values) w.r.t. each !. The reason is for N = 100, Mandelbrot 

Set image creation is simple process, so if cloud offers lesser price i.e. Ce = 100 and 500, 

Optimum Cost offered by cloud server will be less and offloading decision will cloud 

platform and for higher prices (Ce = 4000 and 5000), it choses mobile platform for 

processing. Further model has been checked for different numbers of iteration values. As 

it was concluded from previous experiment explained in chapter 2 that at N = 250, cloud 

server’s performance is reduced if whole process is offloaded to it, it has been justified in 
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case 6 in this chapter, that with partitioning decision, it gives better performance hence, 

optimality has been achieved. It is also tested for N = 1000, to show that, when process is 

getting complexed, partitioning is the best option. Thus, it is concluded that, the proposed 

algorithm tries to find minimum cost for all scenarios and provide optimum solution for 

complex tasks.   
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Chapter 6 
 
Conclusion & Future work 
 
 

6.1 Conclusion 

 

Mobile cloud computing is a key computing prototype. Many researchers have carried 

significant research to provide a solid foundation for progress for developing core concepts, 

techniques, and mechanisms in this area. Task migration is the main approach that offloads 

applications to powerful cloud servers. Currently, there are number of approaches to 

decision making for task migrations. In this research detailed survey has been carried out 

to design a framework which further increases task offloading decisions.  

 

To demonstrate, optimization for both platform is equally important and it plays a vital role 

in task offloading decision, an experiment have been performed to generate Mandelbrot 

Set image for different numbers of iterations to identify difference in energy consumption 

and latency when process gets complexed. Based on this experiment, critical point has been 

found on cloud server at which process gets delayed while saving energy i.e. performance 

of cloud server degrades. This experiment helped to design a model, which can help for 

decision process of task migration with optimization including price factor offered by cloud 

providers to provide services as it is concluded in chapter 2 that price metrics plays a 

significant part in decision making of choosing cloud providers. 
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The agent based auction approach using JADE framework has been proposed in this 

research, to get optimum solution of offloading decision for provision of balanced energy-

latency-price to mobile users. It has been unique approach to combine agent based scenario 

with auctioning mechanism in area of mobile cloud computing to provide automation in 

efficient offloading at competitive price and gives solution regarding where and what 

portion of applications to offload using multi-dimensional, two sided, sealed bid auction.  

 

Sample test model shows how simply this model identifies low cost cloud provider for 

required service. Performance of agent based auction model has been evaluated for 

different scenarios to demonstrate its decision making capabilities in all scenarios. The 

results of optimum cost are compared with costs offered by cloud severs, cost values 

provided by mobile users and costs calculated for each combinations of portioning of 

application. It is seen that, the proposed mechanism tries to get optimized results for all 

scenarios to benefit both mobile and cloud users by providing balanced solution.   

  

6.2 Future work 

The proposed agent based auction model motivates to create more robust model in future. 

 

In proposed scheme, the time taken by auctioning manager to make a decision has not been 

considered which may affect overall performance when it is used in serving more than one 

complex tasks requested by more than one mobile users. Thus, performance of auction 

manager can be improved by recovering its limitation with addition of delay caused by 

auctioning process in cost function for decision making. 
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The auctioning can be made more scalable in future by considering variable price offered 

by cloud providers in cost metric i.e. auctioning can be made kth price auction. For example, 

once mechanism finds optimal solution based on optimum cost, auction manager will 

perform periodical auction for k times and provide chance to cloud participants to change 

their bids overtime and decides on best solution based on their results. This costs of the 

cloud providers can be changed for each kth time with variable price metrics.  

 

Moreover, security can be one of the concern for this scheme. As the tendency of the 

mechanism is to choose minimum cost all the time, it may choose malicious cloud provider 

to dump the service and end up compromising the performance. Thus, policies to 

authenticate cloud provider should be designed for auction manager to provide security in 

the model in future.  

Thus, the concept of agent based auctioning mechanism generalizes to many scenarios in 

distributed computing and can be explored further in future including Auctioning delay, 

variable cost and security feature to authenticate cloud user.  
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